Differentiation-induced gene expression in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes: CCAAT/enhancer binding protein interacts with and activates the promoters of two adipocyte-specific genes
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Previous studies have shown that differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes leads to the transcriptional activation of a group of adipose-specific genes. As an approach to defining the mechanism responsible for activating the expression of these genes, we investigated the binding of nuclear factors to the promoters of two differentiation-induced genes, the 422(aP2) and stearoyl-CoA desaturase 1 (SCD1) genes. DNase I footprinting and gel retardation analysis identified two binding regions within the promoters of each gene that interact with nuclear factors present in differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes. One differentiation-induced nuclear factor interacts specifically with a single binding site in the promoter of each gene. Competition experiments showed that the interaction of this nuclear factor with the SCD1 promoter was prevented specifically by a synthetic oligonucleotide corresponding to the site footprinted in the 422(aP2) promoter. Several lines of evidence indicate that the differentiation-induced nuclear factor is CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP), a DNA-binding protein first isolated from rat liver. Bacterially expressed recombinant C/EBP binds to the same site at which the differentiation-specific nuclear factor interacts within the promoter of each gene. Northern analysis with RNA from 3T3-L1 cells shows that C/EBP mRNA abundance increases markedly during differentiation. Transient cotransfection studies using a C/EBP expression vector demonstrate that C/EBP can function as a trans-activator of both the 422(aP2) and SCD1 gene promoters.
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The 3T3-L1 preadipocytes (Green and Kehinde 1974, 1975, 1976) differentiate under appropriate stimuli into cells possessing the biochemical and morphological phenotype of adipocytes (Mackall et al. 1976; Coleman et al. 1978; Rosen et al. 1979; Reed and Lane 1980; Student et al. 1980). This differentiation is accompanied by a dramatic rise in the cellular levels of lipolytic and lipogenic enzymes, as well as other protein characteristic of adipocytes.

We (Bernlohr et al. 1984; Ntambi et al. 1988; Kaestner et al. 1989a,b) and others (Spiegelman et al. 1983; Chapman et al. 1984; Matarase et al. 1988). Another cDNA, isolated from a 3T3-L1 adipocyte cDNA library (Bernlohr et al. 1984; Ntambi et al. 1988), encodes the message for stearoyl-CoA desaturase 1 (SCD1), a key enzyme for monounsaturated fatty acid synthesis that is expressed differentially during 3T3-L1 adipocyte conversion (Enoch et al. 1976; Ntambi et al. 1988).

The 422(aP2) and SCD1 genes have been cloned and their 5'-flanking sequences characterized (Hunt et al. 1986, Phillips et al. 1986, Cook et al. 1988, Ntambi et al. 1988). Transfection experiments with chimeric 422(aP2) promoter–CAT constructs show that the gene is activated by glucocorticoid and cAMP (Cook et al. 1988, Yang et al. 1989), two agents used to induce differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes. It has been demonstrated that the first 168 bp of the 5'-flanking sequence of this
gene are sufficient for differentiation-dependent expression in 3T3-422A preadipocytes [Distel et al. 1987]. Within this sequence, a 28-bp region, denoted FSE2 [Distel et al. 1987], was identified and shown to interact with a Fos-like protein in nuclear extracts from 3T3-422A adipocytes. This region contains a consensus AP-1 [Jun]-binding sequence with which a complex of two proto-oncogenes, i.e., c-fos and c-jun or their related gene products, interact [Distel et al. 1987; Rauscher et al. 1988; Franza et al. 1988; Nakabeppu et al. 1988; Cohen et al. 1989]. A DNA–protein interaction in the region of the AP-1 [Jun] site appears to inhibit expression of the 422[aP2] gene in 3T3 preadipocytes [Distel et al. 1987; Yang et al. 1989]. Transfection experiments with chimeric SCDI promoter–CAT constructs in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes have shown that 363 bp of the SCDI 5′-flanking region contain sequences that promote CAT expression; this expression is activated by cAMP, one of the agents known to induce differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes [Ntambi et al. 1988].

The CCAAT/enhancer binding protein [C/EBP] is a sequence-specific, heat-stable, DNA-binding protein that was purified first from rat liver nuclei [Graves et al. 1986; Johnson et al. 1987]. This protein binds to CCAAT boxes of the murine sarcoma virus long terminal repeat (MSV LTR), the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSVtk) promoter [Graves et al. 1986; Johnson et al. 1987], and the enhancer regions of SV40, MSV, polyoma virus [Johnson et al. 1987], hepatitis B virus [Landschulz et al. 1989], and several avian retroviral LTRs [Ryden and Beemon 1989]. Recently, the tissue distribution of C/EBP mRNA was investigated, and high levels of expression were detected in liver, as well as adipose and other lipogenic tissues [Birkenmeier et al. 1989]. It was demonstrated [Birkenmeier et al. 1989] that C/EBP message and protein levels increase during differentiation of 3T3-422A and 3T3-L1 cells, respectively.

In the present investigation, we sought to identify binding sites in the 5′-flanking regions of the 422[aP2] and SCDI genes that are involved in the coordinate differentiation-induced expression of these genes in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes. Two specific nuclear-factor-binding sites were identified in the promoters of each gene. Specific binding of nuclear factors in 3T3-L1 cells was demonstrated at the AP-1 [Jun] consensus sequence of the 422[aP2] gene and at a unique site within the SCDI gene. We found also that the 5′-flanking regions of both the 422[aP2] and SCDI genes bind another nuclear factor C/EBP, which is expressed at a markedly increased level upon differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes. Cotrans-
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**Figure 1.** DNase I footprint analysis of the promoter of the 422[aP2] gene. The coding strand of the 248-bp NsiI–PstI fragment from the promoter of the 422[aP2] gene was subjected to DNase I footprinting. (A) Increasing amounts (1–40 μg) of nuclear extracts from differentiated (day 4) 3T3-L1 cells were incubated with the 248-bp promoter fragment and digested with DNase I. The protected regions are boxed, the end points (−124 to −107 and −149 to −130) were identified by chemical sequencing [Maxam and Gilbert 1980]. [©] Control reaction with no protein added. (B) Increasing amounts (1–30 μg) of bacterially expressed recombinant c-jun or control bacterial extract [lacking c-jun] was incubated with the 248-bp fragment and digested with DNase I. The region protected (−124 to −107) by bacterially expressed c-jun, which contains an AP-1 [Jun] consensus binding site, is boxed and its end points are indicated. [©] A control footprint with no bacterial extract added.
fection of 422(aP2)- or SCD1-promoter-CAT constructs with a C/EBP expression vector in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes showed that C/EBP trans-activates both the 422(aP2) and SCD1 gene promoters, thus implicating C/EBP in differentiation-specific gene expression.

Results

DNase I footprinting of the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters by nuclear extracts from differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes

Nuclear extracts from differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes were analyzed to identify trans-acting factors that bind to the 5'-flanking sequences of the 422(aP2) and SCD1 genes. The coding strand of the 248-bp NsiI–PstI fragment (Cook et al. 1988) of the 422(aP2) promoter was subjected to DNase I footprinting. Figure 1A shows that two regions, between nucleotides −147 and −128 and between nucleotides −124 and −107, are protected from DNase I digestion by the nuclear extract. Previous studies (Distel et al. 1987) showed that a nuclear factor, present only in differentiated 3T3-442A adipocytes, binds between nucleotides −124 and −107 (designated FSE2) of the 422(aP2) promoter. This region contains the consensus AP-1 (Jun)-binding site sequence, TGACTCA (Rauscher et al. 1988). To characterize binding at the AP-1 (Jun) site, DNase I footprinting experiments were performed using the 248-bp 5'-flanking sequence of the 422(aP2) gene and bacterially expressed recombinant c-Jun protein. Figure 1B shows that the region between nucleotides −124 and −107 is protected by c-Jun and gives the same digestion pattern as with nuclear extracts from 3T3-L1 cells.

Nuclear extracts from differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes also give rise to another site of DNase I footprint protection (nucleotide −149 to −130) just upstream of the AP-1 (Jun) consensus binding site (Fig. 1A). This region contains the sequence CAAAGTTGAGAAATTCTATT, which includes a 10-bp palindrome (underlined). Deletion analysis has shown that this specific region is important in the activation of the 422(aP2) promoter in 3T3-442A adipocytes (Distel et al. 1987).

The 5'-flanking region of the SCD1 gene also was subjected to DNase I footprinting with nuclear extracts from 3T3-L1 adipocytes (Fig. 2). The 120-bp BstNI fragment (nucleotides −114 to −86) of the SCD1 promoter was incubated with increasing amounts (1–30 μg) of nuclear extracts from differentiated (day 4) 3T3-L1 cells and digested with DNase I. The protected regions are boxed, and the end points (−80 to −56 and −114 to −86) were identified by chemical sequencing (Maxam and Gilbert 1980). A control footprint with no nuclear extract added has been shown by deletion mutation analysis to be essential for expression of chimeric SCD1 promoter–CAT constructs in 3T3-L1 cells (J.M. Ntambi and M.D. Lane, unpubl.).

Changes in the binding of nuclear factors to the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters during differentiation

Nuclear extracts from differentiated and undifferentiated 3T3-L1 cells were used to footprint the promoters of the 422(aP2) and SCD1 genes. Footprints of the 422(aP2) promoter are shown in Figure 3A. Nuclear extracts from cells induced to differentiate for 2, 4, or 6 days completely protected the region from nucleotide −149 to −130. Protection in this region did not occur, however, with nuclear extracts from undifferentiated cells, totaling 40 μg of undifferentiated nuclear extract [results not shown]. Binding to the AP-1 (Jun) consensus sequence is not detected using nuclear extracts from either undifferentiated or differentiated 3T3-L1 cells at the lower level of nuclear extract needed to footprint the region between nucleotides −149 and −130. Equivalent footprinting at the AP-1 (Jun) site is observed with nuclear extracts from undifferentiated [data not shown] or differentiated 3T3-L1 cells (Fig. 1A).
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Figure 3. DNase I footprint analysis of the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters with nuclear extracts of 3T3-L1 cells at different stages of differentiation. 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were cultured to 2 days postconfluence (day 0) and were either maintained in the undifferentiated state [UNDIFF.] or induced to differentiate [DIFF.] (see Materials and methods). Nuclear extracts were prepared from 3T3-L1 preadipocytes [UNDIFF.] or 3T3-L1 cells that were induced to differentiate [DIFF.] on days 2, 4, and 6. Five micrograms of each nuclear extract was incubated with the 248-bp Nsil–PstI coding strand of the 422(aP2) promoter [A] or the 120-bp BstNI noncoding strand of the SCD1 promoter [B] and was then subjected to DNase I treatment. The regions protected by nuclear extracts from differentiated cells—[A] -149 to -130 and [B] -80 to -56—are shown with open boxes, and end points are indicated. The shaded boxes indicate the regions protected in each promoter by larger amounts [20 μg] of nuclear extract from both undifferentiated and differentiated cells [Figs. 1A and 2] not detected by the lower amount (5 μg) of nuclear extracts used in this experiment. (- ) Control footprints without addition of nuclear extract.

Nuclear extracts also were used to footprint the 120-bp BstNI promoter fragment from the SCD1 gene [Fig. 3B]. The region between nucleotides -80 and -56 of the SCD1 gene is protected completely from DNase I digestion by nuclear extracts from differentiated, but not by extracts from undifferentiated 3T3-L1 cells. Binding to the SCD1/HP site is not detected at the concentration of nuclear extract needed to footprint the region between nucleotides -80 and -56 [see Fig. 2].

Comparison of the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoter sequences that bind this differentiation-specific protein reveals that they do not contain a large region of nucleotide sequence homology, except for a 5-bp sequence GAAAT, that is found in both genes and makes up part of the 10-bp palindromic sequence in the 422(aP2) gene.

**Binding of the differentiation-specific nuclear factor to both the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters**

To determine whether the same differentiation-specific nuclear binding factor interacts with the promoters of both the 422(aP2) and SCD1 genes, competition gel retardation assays were performed. The 120-bp BstNI fragment of the SCD1 promoter was end-labeled and incubated with nuclear extracts from differentiated 3T3-L1 cells in the presence or absence of various synthetic oligonucleotides as potential competitors. The amount of nuclear extract was titrated to the concentration at which only individual complexes are observed. Two sequence-specific oligonucleotide–nuclear protein complexes [Fig. 4, NE] were detected. The unlabeled 120-bp BstNI SCD1 promoter fragment blocks all complex formation [Fig. 4, BstNI]. A synthetic oligonucleotide corresponding to nucleotides -80 to -59 within the SCD1 promoter at which the differentiation-specific nuclear factor binds, prevents formation of the low-molecular-weight complex [Fig. 4, SCD1(-80 to -59)]. This suggests that the low-molecular-weight complex results from binding the differentiation-specific factor. Addition of the oligonucleotide corresponding to nucleotides -150 to -125 of the 422(aP2) promoter [Fig. 4, 422(-150 to -125)] also prevents the formation of the
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Figure 4. Gel retardation analysis of the nucleotide sequence specificity of nuclear factors from differentiated 3T3-L1 cell with the SCD1 promoter. [NE] 32P-labeled 120-bp BstNI fragment of the SCD1 promoter incubated with [2.5 µg] or without [−] 2.5 µg of nuclear extract from differentiated 3T3-L1 (day 4) cells. The same amount of nuclear extract and 32P-labeled 120-bp BstNI fragment also was incubated with increasing amounts of various unlabeled DNAs or synthetic oligonucleotide competitors. The unlabeled synthetic oligonucleotides corresponds to the regions of specific interaction of nuclear factor from differentiated 3T3-L1 cells with the SCD1 and 422(aP2) promoters identified by DNase I footprinting (Figs. 1A and 2). [BstNI] The unlabeled 120-bp BstNI fragment of the SCD1 promoter. [SCD1 (−80 to −59)] The SCD1 differentiation-specific region; [422(aP2) (−150 to −125)] the differentiation-specific region site in the 422(aP2) promoter. [SCD1 (−116 to −90)] the SCD1/BP region; [FSE2 (−127 to −100)] the AP-1 [Jun] consensus binding site in the 422(aP2) promoter. The specific nucleotide sequences of the competitor oligonucleotides are given in Materials and methods and correspond to sequences shown in Fig. 7.

Identification of the differentiation-specific nuclear factor as C/EBP

Investigation of the tissue distribution of C/EBP, a nuclear binding protein detected initially in rat liver (Graves et al. 1986; Johnson et al. 1987), revealed that this factor also is expressed at high levels in adipose tissue (Birkenmeier et al. 1989). Preliminary experiments indicated that C/EBP mRNA is present in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (results not shown). To determine whether expression of C/EBP mRNA increases during differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes, RNA was isolated during the course of differentiation and subjected to Northern analysis using a C/EBP cDNA probe. As shown in Figure 5, expression of the C/EBP mRNA, ~2.7 kb, (Landschulz et al. 1988b; Birkenmeier et al. 1989) is induced by differentiation, exhibiting a dramatic rise in message abundance on day 2 following the induction of differentiation. The pattern of expression of the C/EBP gene mimics that of the 422(aP2) (Fig. 5; Bernlohr et al. 1985) and SCD1 (Bernlohr et al. 1985) genes.

To determine whether the differentiation-specific nuclear factor that binds to the 422(aP2) and SCD1 low-molecular-weight complex. Thus, the same nuclear factor associated with this complex binds with similar affinity to the differentiation-specific elements of both promoters.

The high-molecular-weight complex results from an interaction of the SCD1-specific binding factor [designated SCD1/BP] with the region between nucleotides −116 and −90 of the SCD1 promoter because formation of the complex is prevented preferentially by a synthetic oligonucleotide that corresponds to the sequence in this region [Fig. 4, SCD1 (−116 to −90)]. The formation of both complexes is specific because an oligonucleotide, which encompasses the AP-1 consensus sequence [Fig. 4, 422 (−127 to −100), [FSE2, Distel et al. 1987]] in the 422(aP2) gene and is not present in the SCD1 promoter, does not inhibit the formation of either complex.

Thus, the promoters of both the differentially expressed 422(aP2) and SCD1 genes form complexes with the same differentiation-specific nuclear factor that is present only in differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes. In addition, each promoter also binds at least one other unique nuclear protein[s]: one at the AP-1 [Jun] site in the 422(aP2) gene (Fig. 1, Distel et al. 1987), and another [SCD1/BP] between nucleotides −114 and −86 in the SCD1 gene.
footprints between nucleotides -80 and -59 of the 3T3-L1 adipocytes was heat-treated at 70°C for 5 min and then subjected to DNase I footprinting. Figure 6A shows that heat-treated nuclear extract still footprint the 422(aP2) promoter between nucleotides -149 and -130, the site at which the differentiation-specific nuclear factor binds. This heat-treated nuclear extract also footprint between nucleotides -80 and -59 of the SCD1 promoter (results not shown).

To determine whether the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters contain a C/EBP-binding site, the 422(aP2) and SCD1 gene promoters were footprinted using the bacterially expressed C/EBP recombinant protein [Landschulz et al. 1988b]. Figure 6B shows that recombinant C/EBP footprints the 422(aP2) promoter at the same site as the differentiation-specific factor [Figs. 1A and 6A]. Analysis of the SCD1 promoter [Fig. 6C] demonstrated that bacterially expressed C/EBP also generates a footprint indistinguishable from that of the differentiation-specific factor [Fig. 2]. These results, taken together with those described above, indicate that the differentiation-specific factor is C/EBP. Moreover, the sites at which C/EBP (and nuclear extracts from differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes) interacts with the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters are within the regions that have been shown to be essential for the activation of both genes during preadipocyte differentiation [Distel et al. 1987; Ntambi et al. 1988; Yang et al. 1989].

Activation of the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters by C/EBP

Transfection experiments with chimeric promoter–CAT constructs of the 422(aP2) [Cook et al. 1988; Yang et al. 1989] and SCD1 [Ntambi et al. 1988] genes, which contain the C/EBP-binding site, are expressed during differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes. To determine whether C/EBP can activate expression driven by the promoters of these genes, 422(aP2) promoter–CAT and SCD1 promoter–CAT genes were cotransfected with pMSV-C/EBP-wt, an expression vector containing the rat C/EBP cDNA linked to the MSV LTR [Friedman et al. 1989].

The 422(aP2) promoter region (nucleotides -248 to +20), without (Δ-248.CAT) or with (ΔL5-122/143.CAT) a BamHI linker replacing the C/EBP-binding site [Fig. 7A], was inserted into a pBLCAT3 vector (Yang et al. 1989). The vector pBLCAT3, the wild-type promoter Δ-248.CAT, or the mutant promoter ΔL5-122/143.CAT, was cotransfected with either carrier DNA or the pMSV-C/EBP-wt expression vector. The results illustrated in Figure 8, which are expressed quantitatively in Table 1, show that the C/EBP expression vector markedly activates CAT expression when cotransfected with the Δ-248.CAT construct but not when cotransfected with the ΔL5-122/143.CAT mutant lacking the C/EBP-binding site. Trans-activation of the 422(aP2) promoter by C/EBP in this and other experiments ranged from 15- to 60-fold. Moreover, cotransfection with C/EBP expression vectors that encode defective mutant C/EBPs, that is, pMSV-C/EBP-BR3 and pMSV-C/EBP-12V, which has amino acid substitutions at four positions in the highly basic region thought to be the region of DNA interaction, and pMSV-C/EBP-12V, in which leucines 317 and 324 are mutated to valines in the leucine zipper region, respectively [Friedman et al. 1989; Landschulz et al. 1989], does not lead to trans-activation of the wild-type Δ-248.CAT gene (results not shown). DNase I footprinting of the wild-type Δ-248.CAT [Fig. 9A; see also Figs. 1, 3, and 6] and the ΔL5-122/143.CAT [Fig. 9B] promoters verifies that the ΔL5-122/143 mutant lacks the ability to bind bacterially expressed recombinant C/EBP or the adipocyte-specific nuclear factor from differentiated 3T3-L1 cells. The ΔL5-122/143 mutant which still possesses the AP-1 (Jun) consensus binding site retains the capacity to bind c-Jun in differentiated nuclear extracts having an identical footprinting pattern that covers both the AP-1 (Jun) site and the BamHI linker sequence as it does with bacterially expressed recombinant c-Jun [Fig. 9C].

Similar experiments were conducted in which wild-type and mutant SCD1 promoter–CAT constructs [Fig. 7B] were cotransfected into 3T3-L1 cells, with or without the pMSV-C/EBP-wt expression vector. As shown in Table 1, cotransfection of the Δ-93.SCD1.CAT construct (containing the C/EBP-binding site) with pMSV-C/EBP-wt caused a 20-fold activation of CAT expression. However, cotransfection of pMSV-C/EBP-wt with either the pBLCAT3 vector or the Δ-58.SCD1.CAT gene (lacking the C/EBP-binding site) caused only a threefold activation of CAT expression [Table 1]. Thus, it is evident that C/EBP also can trans-activate the SCD1 promoter.

These cotransfection experiments do not enable us to determine the level of C/EBP expression in each transfected cell. Therefore, although the transfections do not indicate the exact mechanism of C/EBP under normal physiological levels, the fact that C/EBP or certain agents used to induce differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes [Cook et al. 1988; J.M. Ntambi and M.D. Lane, unpubl.] can activate the 422(aP2) and SCD1 promoters suggests that C/EBP may play an important role in controlling gene expression during preadipocyte differentiation.

Discussion

Previous studies in this laboratory (Bemlohr et al. 1985) have shown that during differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes, the transcription of two adipose-specific genes [the 422(aP2) and SCD1] is activated coordinately. We now report that the promoters of each of these genes contain two binding sites with which nuclear factors interact specifically. One binding site within each promoter interacts with a nuclear factor, unique for that gene, which is expressed in 3T3-L1 cells. Each promoter possesses another binding site [between nucleotides -149 and -130 in the 422(aP2) promoter and between nucleotides -80 and -56 within the SCD1 promoter] at
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Figure 6. DNase I footprint analysis with heat-treated 3T3-L1 nuclear extract and bacterially expressed recombinant C/EBP. (A) Nuclear extract from differentiated 3T3-L1 (day 4) cells was heated to 70°C for 5 min, after which the precipitated protein was removed by centrifugation and the supernatant used for DNase I footprint analysis. The 248-bp NsiI–PstI coding strand of the 422[aP2] promoter was incubated with increasing amounts (1–30 ng) of the heat-treated nuclear extract and then digested with DNase I. The open box (nucleotides −149 to −130) indicates the differentiation-specific region still protected after heat treatment, the shaded box indicates the region of the AP-1 [jun] consensus binding site (nucleotides −124 to −107) within the 422[aP2] promoter (see Fig. 1). Purified recombinant C/EBP (3–150 ng; Landschulz et al. 1989) was incubated with the coding and noncoding strands of the 248-bp NsiI–PstI fragment of the 422[aP2] promoter (B) or the 120-bp BstNI fragment of the SCD1 promoter (C). The protected regions are boxed, and nucleotide end points of the C/EBP-binding site are indicated. (O) Control reactions to which neither nuclear extract or recombinant C/EBP were added.

which the same nuclear factor, identified as C/EBP, interacts. Consistent with the tissue distribution of C/EBP, which is found in tissues with extremely active fatty acid metabolism (e.g., liver and adipose) [Birkenmeier et al. 1989], C/EBP mRNA is expressed at high levels in 3T3-L1 adipocytes but not in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes [Fig. 5; Birkenmeier et al. 1989].

The present study and that of Birkenmeier et al. [1989] provide evidence that C/EBP is involved in differentiation-induced gene expression in 3T3 preadipocytes. Northern analysis shows that cellular C/EBP mRNA levels increase dramatically during differentiation of both 3T3-L1 [Fig. 5] and 3T3-442A preadipocytes [Birkenmeier et al. 1989]. Moreover, the time-course of ex-
expression of C/EBP message mimics that of the expression of several adipose-specific genes, that is, glycerol-3-dehydrogenase (Birkenmeier et al. 1989), 422(aP2) protein (Fig. 4; Bernlohr et al. 1985), and SCD1 (Bernlohr et al. 1985). Thus, the temporal pattern of expression of the C/EBP, glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, 422(aP2), and SCD1 genes is appropriate for the involvement of C/EBP in activating the expression of these adipose-specific genes during preadipocyte differentiation. These findings, together with results showing that transfection of a C/EBP expression vector (pMSV-C/EBP-wt) into 3T3-L1 preadipocytes trans-activates the promoters of the 422(aP2) and SCD1 genes, implicate C/EBP in the differentiation-induced expression of adipose-specific genes in 3T3 preadipocytes.

Friedman et al. (1989) report that C/EBP also activates the promoter of the serum albumin gene in cultured hepatoma cells. The fact that C/EBP trans-activates expression of both liver- and adipose-specific genes and is, itself, expressed primarily in these major fatty-acid-metabolizing tissues, suggests a global role for C/EBP in the regulation of lipid metabolism at the transcriptional level. It should be noted that both albumin and 422(aP2) protein bind and transport long-chain fatty acids, that is, albumin in the bloodstream and 422(aP2) protein within the adipocyte. Also noteworthy is the fact that the SCD1 gene is expressed both in adipose tissue and liver, which are the major sites of C/EBP expression.

In addition to the C/EBP-binding site, the promoter of the 422(aP2) gene contains another nuclear factor binding site (between nucleotides -124 and -107) that encompasses a consensus AP-1 (Jun)-binding sequence. Previous investigations have shown that this site interacts with a nucleoprotein complex containing Fos and AP-1 (Jun) (Distel et al. 1987; Franza et al. 1988; Rauscher et al. 1988). This segment of the 422(aP2) promoter contains overlapping negative and positive regulatory elements (Distel et al. 1987; Yang et al. 1989). Investigation of the effects of deletion mutations in this region of the 422(aP2) promoter indicates that the inhibitory effect of the negative regulatory element is lost

**Figure 7.** Nucleotide sequences of the 5'-flanking regions of the 422(aP2) (A) and stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD1) (B) genes. (A) Nucleotide sequences between positions -150 and -90 of the 422(aP2) gene (Cook et al. 1988) and corresponding region of the linker scanning mutant ALS-122/-143.CAT lacking the C/EBP-binding site. The C/EBP and the consensus AP-1 (Jun)-binding sites are underlined, and the BamHI linker insert is in boldface type. (B) Nucleotide sequences between positions -130 and -10 of the SCD1 promoter (Ntambi et al. 1988). The C/EBP- and SCD1/BP-binding sites are underlined, and the deletion end points are indicated by vertical arrows.

**Figure 8.** Trans-activation of the 422(aP2) promoter by C/EBP. Preconfluent 3T3-L1 cells were transfected with 20 µg of the promoterless pBLCAT vector [pBLCAT3'] or the 422(aP2) wtA-248.CAT gene or the 422(aP2) mutant ALS-122/-143.CAT gene, together with 20 µg of pGEMblue carrier DNA (--) or with 20 µg of the C/EBP expression vector pMSV-C/EBP-wt (+). Cells were harvested, extracts prepared, and CAT enzyme assays performed 48 hr after transfection (Gorman et al. 1982).
Table 1. Trans-activation by C/EBP of wild-type and mutant 422(aP2) promoter–CAT and SCD1 promoter–CAT genes in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promoter–CAT gene construct</th>
<th>CAT activity (pmoles/hr/10-cm cell monolayer)</th>
<th>Fold induction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>none</td>
<td>pMSV-C/EBP-wt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422(aP2) pBLCAT3'</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ −248.CAT</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔLS −122/−143.CAT</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCD1 pBLCAT3</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ −93.SCD1.CAT</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ −58.SCD1.CAT</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chimeric wild-type or mutant promoter–CAT genes were cotransfected with carrier (none) or with a C/EBP expression vector [pMSV-C/EBP-wt] into 3T3-L1 preadipocytes. After 48 hr, CAT assays were performed as described in Materials and methods. Each experiment was repeated three to five times, and the results of a typical experiment are shown. The range of activation by C/EBP for these two promoters in all experiments was 15- to ~60-fold.

during differentiation [Yang et al. 1989]. Although the mechanism by which the inhibitory effect is lost is unknown, it most likely involves a differentiation-induced alteration of the interaction of a nuclear factor(s) in this region of the promoter.

The AP-1 (Jun) consensus sequence binding proteins, that is, the proto-oncogenes c-fos and c-jun, share amino acid sequence homology and the leucine zipper structural motif with C/EBP [Landschulz et al. 1988a]. The leucine zipper of these transcription factors has been

![Figure 9. DNase I footprint analysis of 422(aP2) Δ−248.CAT and mutant Δ−LS−122/−143.CAT chimeric genes. The NsiI–PstI fragment of the 422(aP2) promoter cloned into the pBLCAT3' expression vector (A) and the linker-scanning mutant ΔLS−122/−143.CAT gene (B) were incubated with increasing amounts (3–150 ng) of purified recombinant C/EBP. (A) DNase I protection of the Δ−248.CAT construct; the open-boxed region (nucleotides −149 to −130) indicates the C/EBP-binding site. (B) DNase I protection of the Δ−122/−143.CAT linker scanning mutant gene; the hatched box indicates the location of the BamHI linker sequence, inserted into the 422(aP2) 248-bp fragment, which deletes the C/EBP-binding site but leaves the AP-1 [Jun] site intact (see Fig. 7). The nucleotides shown (−122, −143) indicate the end points of the 422(aP2) promoter sequences to which the BamHI linker was added [hatched box]. (C) Increasing amounts (1–20 ng) of nuclear extract from differentiated 3T3-L1 [day 4] cells, purified recombinant C/EBP [15 and 150 ng], bacterially expressed recombinant c-jun [1–20 ng] or control c-jun bacterial extract [5 and 20 ng], were incubated with the ΔLS−122/−143.CAT linker-scanning mutant. The hatched box [nucleotides −107 to −122] denotes the 422 promoter sequences that contain the intact AP-1 [Jun] consensus sequence, and the end points on the hatched box [nucleotides −122, −143] indicate the end points of the 422(aP2) promoter sequence to which the BamHI linker has been added. (D) Control reaction without nuclear extract or recombinant proteins.]
shown to play a role both in intact cells and in vitro by facilitating the formation of stable complexes that lead to a sequence-specific interaction between leucine zipper-containing proteins and their promoter-binding sites [Gentz et al. 1989; Turner and Tjian 1989]. The proximity of the C/EBP- and AP-1-binding sites in the 422[aP2] promoter raises the possibility that C/EBP, bound to its specific site, and a protein, for example, Jun, bound at the AP-1 site, may interact and thereby affect expression. Presently, we are investigating the possible interactions of the differentiation-specific factor C/EBP with c-Jun and c-Fos and their role in the activation of the 422[aP2] gene.

Comparison of the nucleotide sequences of the C/EBP-binding sites within the promoters of the 422[aP2] and SCD1 genes reveals that they contain the same 5-bp GAAAT sequence. This sequence is related distantly to the CCAAT box to which C/EBP binds [Graves et al. 1986] and has limited homology to the C/EBP-binding sites of other genes and to the consensus sequence compiled from an analysis of these sites by Ryden and Beemon [1989]. T^o^NG^r^A^G, but has not been shown definitively to be the sequence necessary for C/EBP binding to the 422[aP2] and SCD1 promoters. Preliminary analysis of the promoters of several other genes that are expressed differentially when 3T3-L1 preadipocytes differentiate reveals that these promoters also contain a putative C/EBP binding site (K. Kaestner and M.D. Lane, unpubl.). These promoters are being analyzed presently for C/EBP-binding activity and their capacity for trans-activation by C/EBP.

The level of endogenous 422[aP2] and SCD1 mRNA is increased 5- to 10-fold, and the DNase I footprinting by nuclear extracts of the C/EBP-binding sites in these genes is enhanced by treatment of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes with cAMP [V.W. Yang, J.M. Ntambi, and M.D. Lane, unpubl.]. Although expression of C/EBP is increased greatly during differentiation of 3T3-L1 cells, a low level of this nuclear factor can be detected in nuclear extracts of 3T3-L1 preadipocytes by gel retardation assays using segments of the 422[aP2] or SCD1 promoters [results not shown]. Likewise, low levels of C/EBP mRNA are detected in undifferentiated 3T3-L1 preadipocytes (Fig. 5). This low cellular level of C/EBP may be responsible for the activation by cAMP of the 422[aP2] and SCD1 promoters observed in 3T3-L1 preadipocytes [Ntambi et al. 1988; Yang et al. 1989]. The mechanism by which the 422[aP2] and SCD1 promoters are activated by cAMP may be analogous to that for CAMP response element nuclear binding protein [CREB], where cAMP activates transcription of the somatostatin gene by causing the phosphorylation of the CREB protein [Yamamoto et al. 1988]. The activating effect of cAMP on the expression of a 422[aP2] promoter-reporter gene, transfected transiently into 3T3-L1 preadipocytes, is lost when the C/EBP binding site is deleted [Yang et al. 1989]. Preliminary results in our laboratory [R.J. Christy and V.W. Yang, unpubl.] indicate that recombinant C/EBP can be phosphorylated in vitro by the catalytic subunit of protein kinase A. Furthermore, endogenous C/EBP from intact 3T3-L1 preadipocytes was phosphorylated when the cells were treated with cAMP. The effect of the phosphorylation of C/EBP on its binding to and activation of the 422[aP2] promoter is under investigation.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

The 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were maintained and differentiated as described previously [Reed and Lane 1980; Student et al. 1980]. Briefly, differentiation was induced by treating 2-day postconfluent cells [designated day 0] with 10% fetal bovine serum [FBS], 1.7 μM insulin, 1 μM dexamethasone, and 0.5 mM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine in Delbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM). After 48 hr the medium was replaced with DMEM supplemented only with 1.7 μM insulin and 10% FBS. By day 3, cells had begun to accumulate cytoplasmic triacylglycerol. Preadipocyte control cells were maintained in DMEM containing 10% calf serum.

Isolation and analysis of RNA

Total cellular RNA was isolated from undifferentiated and differentiated 3T3-L1 cells, using the guandine isothiocyanate method [Chirgwin et al. 1979]. Fifteen micrograms of each RNA sample was denatured and analyzed on a 1.25% agarose gel containing 2.2 M formaldehyde. The gel was transferred to Hybond-N (Amersham), UV-shadowed to locate the 28S and 18S rRNAs, and hybridized to a DNA radiolabeled probe, as described previously [Ntambi et al. 1988].

Radiolabeled probes

DNA probes for Northern analysis were labeled by the random hexamer priming method [Feinberg and Vogelstein 1983]. The 422[aP2] hybridization probe was the full-length cDNA [Bernlohr et al. 1984]. The C/EBP hybridization probe was isolated from a cDNA library prepared using poly[A]* RNA from day-5 3T3-L1 adipocytes [Ntambi et al. 1988]. The library was screened using a 415-bp Smal fragment from the rat C/EBP cDNA corresponding to nucleotides 452–867 [Johnson et al. 1987]. A cDNA was isolated from the 3T3-L1 library, which corresponds to nucleotides 490–2651 of the corresponding rat C/EBP sequence [Johnson et al. 1987]. A 1400-bp fragment of the 3T3-L1 C/EBP cDNA, which contains both coding and non-coding sequences, was used as a hybridization probe for Northern analysis.

The 5'-end-labeled DNA fragments were generated by digesting plasmid DNA with appropriate restriction enzymes, treating with calf intestinal phosphatase [Boehringer–Mannheim] and 5'-end-labling with T4 polynucleotide kinase and [γ-32P]ATP (6000 Ci/m mole, New England Nuclear) [Maniatis et al. 1982]. The 5'-end-labeled DNAs were digested with a second restriction enzyme, and fragments were purified on a 6% acrylamide gel in 1 × TBE [89 mM Tris, 89 mM borate, 2.5 mM EDTA, pH 8.3]. The radioactive DNA fragments were visualized by autoradiography, excised, electroeluted, and purified over NACS-52 Prepac columns [BRL].

Preparation of nuclear extracts

Nuclear extracts from 3T3-L1 cells were prepared using a modification of the procedure of Ohlsson and Edlund [1986]. At various times after initiating differentiation, cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline [PBS] and scraped from...
the dish with a rubber policeman. All subsequent steps were carried out at 4°C. The cells were pelleted at 2000g for 10 min and resuspended in five packed cell volumes of buffer B, which contained 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.8), 1 M KCl, 30 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). Then the cells were pelleted at 12,000g for 10 min and resuspended in two original packed cell volumes of buffer A. The cells were lysed using a Kontes all-glass Dounce homogenizer (6–12 strokes with type-B pestle), and isotonicity was restored by adding one-tenth volume buffer B, which contained 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.8), 1 M KCl, 30 mM MgCl₂, and 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, and 1 mM PMSF. The cell homogenate was centrifuged at 7500g for 10 min after which the cell pellet was washed with isotonic buffer A and recentrifuged. The crude nuclear pellet was resuspended in 1–2 ml of isotonic buffer A, transferred to a Beckman type 70.1 ultracentrifuge tube, and 4 M [NH₄]₂SO₄ was added to a final concentration of 0.3 M. The crude nuclei were lysed by gentle rocking for 30–45 min and the debris sedimented by centrifugation at 100,000g for 1 hr. The supernatant was retained, and solid [NH₄]₂SO₄ was added to a final concentration of 45%. After 30 min, the precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 100,000g for 15 min and resuspended in buffer C containing 25 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, and 1 mM PMSF, and 20% glycerol. The extracts were dialyzed in 300 volumes of buffer C for 4–6 hr with three buffer changes. The insoluble precipitate was cleared by centrifugation at 12,000g for 10 min and the supernatant was aliquoted, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −70°C. Protein concentrations, normally between 1–3 mg/ml, were determined by the method of Bradford (1976).

Purified C/EBP protein was prepared as described previously (Landschulz et al. 1989).

The c-jun expression vector was a gift from Y. Nakabeppu and D. Nathans. The vector contains the entire coding region of c-jun under the control of the Lac promoter (Y. Nakabeppu, pers. comm.). For expression, either the vector with the c-jun insert or without an insert was grown and induced, and lysates were prepared as described previously (Bohmann et al. 1987). Crude bacterial lysates were used for DNase I protection assays.

**DNase I protection and gel retardation assays**

The DNase I footprinting procedure has been described previously (Graves et al. 1986). Each reaction contained 1–2 ng of 5'-end-labeled DNA, which was resolved on a 6% polyacrylamide/8 M urea sequencing gel. DNase I cleavage sites that were protected from digestion were identified using chemical cleavage sequencing reactions (Maxam and Gilbert 1980).

Gel retardation assays (Fried and Crothers 1981; Garner and Revzin 1981) were carried out in 25 μl containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.8), 50 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 10% glycerol, and 2 μg poly[d(T-C)] (Pharmacia). End-labeled DNA (0.5–1 ng) was incubated with 2.5 μg of nuclear extract for 15 min at 25°C after which 1 μl of 0.2% bromphenol blue/xylene cyanol was added and samples were loaded immediately on a 4.5% acrylamide gel (39:1 acrylamide/bis-acrylamide) in 0.5× TBE.

**DNA fragments and synthetic DNA oligonucleotides**

DNA fragments used in DNase I protection [footprinting] assays included a 248-bp NsiI–PstI fragment of the 422[aP2] gene (Cook et al. 1988) and a 120-bp BstNI fragment of the SCD1 gene, corresponding to nucleotides −136 to −14 (Ntambi et al. 1988). The 422[aP2] fragment was subcloned into the pUC18 HindII–PstI site and was digested with EcoRI (coding strand) or HindIII (noncoding strand) for 5' end-labeling. The 120-bp SCD1 fragment was subcloned into the HindIII site of pGEMblue (Promega Biotec) and digested with HindIII (coding strand) or EcoRI (noncoding strand) for 5' end-labeling. The linker-scanning mutant ΔLS−122/-141.CAT, which are cloned into pBLCAT3 vector (see below), were digested with XbaI (coding strand) for 5' end-labeling.

Synthetic oligonucleotides for the gel retardation assays were synthesized on an Applied Biosystems DNA synthesizer and purified by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The oligonucleotides were constructed to overhang BarHI, BglIII, or XbaI restriction sites. The sequences of the oligonucleotides for the 422[aP2] gene are CTAGAACAT-GCTAGAGGAAAAACATACAGG (−127 to −100) and GATCCGAATTTGAAGATTTCTCATTAAAA (−150 to −125), and for the SCD1 gene are GATCCAGGGGGCTGAG-GAAATAG (−80 to −59) and GATCTCTGCGCCTTT-TACCTTTTGGCGCA (−116 to −90). The oligonucleotides were annealed and suspended in buffer C for gel retardation experiments.

**Construction and transfection of chimeric promoter-CAT genes**

The 248-bp NsiI–PstI fragment of the 422[aP2] gene was used to make 5'- and 3'-deletion mutants, as described previously (Yang et al. 1989). Using the appropriate 5' deletion [ΔS−122.CAT] and 3' deletion [ΔS−143.CAT], the mutants were digested with XbaI and BamHI to generate the linker scanning mutant ΔLS−122/-143.CAT (V.W. Yang et al., in prep.). This mutant lacks the entire CAT-binding site and has inserted in its place a 10-bp BamHI linker sequence. The 5'- deletion mutants of the SCD1 promoter region were obtained by digesting the 363-bp Accl–Aval fragment (Ntambi et al. 1988) with BalI and cloning into the pBLCAT3 vector (Luckow and Schütt 1987; Ntambi et al., in prep.).

These chimeric CAT constructs were transfected into 30% confluent, proliferating 3T3-L1 adipocytes by calcium/phosphate coprecipitation (Graham and van der Eb 1973). Twenty micrograms of CsCl gradient-purified chimeric wild-type/ or mutant promoter/CAT DNA and 20 μg of either pMSV-C/EBP-wt expression vector DNA (Friedman et al. 1989) or pGEMblue (Promega Biotec) carrier DNA was coprecipitated. After 8–12 hr, the cells were shocked with 10% dimethylsulfoxide and washed twice with PBS, after which fresh DMEM with 10% calf serum was added. After an additional 36 hr, cell extracts were prepared and CAT activity was determined by thin layer chromatography (Gorman et al. 1982) or by the scintillation fluor diffusion method (Neumann et al. 1987).
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